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A History of Medicine, Second EditionCRC Press, 2005

	Stressing major themes in the history of medicine, this Second Edition stimulates further exploration of the events, methodologies, and theories that shaped medical practices in decades past and in modern clinical practice-highlighting the practices of civilizations around the world, as well as the research of pioneering scientists and...
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Extraordinary Animals: An Encyclopedia of Curious and Unusual AnimalsGreenwood Press, 2007

	Animals have existed on Earth for many hundreds of millions of years. In that time they have evolved into a great variety of forms, exploiting nearly every habitat the planet has to offer. In the dark depths of the oceans, in the seemingly inhospitable Polar Regions, in the driest deserts, even within the bodies of other animals, there are...
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Starting Electronics, Fourth EditionNewnes, 2011

	Starting Electronics is unrivalled as a highly practical introduction for technicians, non-electronic engineers, software engineers, students, and hobbyists. Keith Brindley introduces readers to the functions of the main component types, their uses, and the basic principles of building and designing electronic circuits. Breadboard layouts...
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Practical C++ Design: From Programming to ArchitectureApress, 2017

	
		Go from competent C++ developer to skilled designer or architect using this book as your C++ design master class. This title will guide you through the design and implementation of a fun, engaging case study. Starting with a quick exploration of the requirements for building the application, you'll delve into selecting an...
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Complex Robotic Systems (Lecture Notes in Control and Information Sciences)Springer, 1998
Robotic systems have proved themselves to be of increasing importance and are widely adopted to substitute for humans in repetitive or hazardous situations. Their diffusion has outgrown the limits of industrial applications in manufacturing systems to co ver all aspects of exploration and servicing in hostile environments such as undersea, outer...
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Drupal 6: Ultimate Community Site GuideSun Flare Ltd, 2010

	A large number of screenshots will guide the reader through the process of setting up a community site with the Drupal 5 or 6 framework. A number of popular topics, such as pro?les, picture and video galleries, maps, messaging, groups, friends etc are discussed. Drupal is one of the best content management systems (CMS) around. In fact, it...
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Human-in-the-Loop Simulations: Methods and PracticeSpringer, 2011

	Both the editors of this book were exposed to human-in-the-loop simulations while
	pursuing their doctoral degrees in the Center for Human-Machine Systems at
	Georgia Tech. In fact, S. Narayanan served as Ling Rothrock’s teaching assistant
	for the simulation course taught by Prof. Christine Mitchell. It has been over 15
	years...
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Theories of Information, Communication and Knowledge: A Multidisciplinary ApproachSpringer, 2013

	This book addresses some of the key questions that scientists have been asking themselves for centuries: what is knowledge? What is information? How do we know that we know something? How do we construct meaning from the perceptions of things? Although no consensus exists on a common definition of the concepts of information and...
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Practical Data AnalysisPackt Publishing, 2013

	Transform, model, and visualize your data through hands-on projects, developed in open source tools


	Overview

	
		Explore how to analyze your data in various innovative ways and turn them into insight
	
		Learn to use the D3.js visualization tool for exploratory data analysis
	...
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What's Science Ever Done For Us: What the Simpsons Can Teach Us About Physics, Robots, Life, and the UniverseJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	A playful and entertaining look at science on The Simpsons

	

	This amusing book explores science as presented on the longest-running and most popular animated TV series ever made: The Simpsons. Over the years, the show has examined such issues as genetic mutation, time travel, artificial intelligence, and even aliens....
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OpenCL Parallel Programming Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	OpenCL (Open Computing Language) is the first royalty-free standard for cross platform, parallel programming of modern processors found in personal computers, servers, mobiles, and embedded devices. OpenCL greatly improves speed and responsiveness for a wide spectrum of applications in numerous market categories, from gaming and entertainment...
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Digital Futures: Living in a dot.com WorldEarthscan, 2001
Beyond the hype about dot-coms, WAP phones and dot-com entrepreneurs, what impacts will e-commerce have on society? How will it affect jobs and local communities? What will it mean for energy use, transport and the future shape of our cities?  How can we ensure that everyone enjoys the benefits of the new digital technologies?
 
With...
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